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ThanksThanks

• to Bob Hogan for inviting me to participateto Bob Hogan for inviting me to participate
• to Harrison for decades of support

l i t t d ll t i t f– only interacted personally twice at conferences
– but have dozens of letters and manuscripts 

composed on the famous typewritercomposed on the famous typewriter
– writings have inspired numerous studies

’t l ith l t i– can’t regale you with personal stories
– You’ll have to settle for an empirical study based 

on one of Harrison’s interesting ideason one of Harrison’s interesting ideas



BackgroundBackground

• Two major foci of my own researchTwo major foci of my own research
– Psychological processes underlying 

responses to personality items
– How processes interact with properties of 

individual items
• These foci violate Meehl’s (1945) canon of 

agnosticity about psychology of item 
diresponding

• Despite his Minnesota heritage, Harrison 
has at times broken Meehl’s canonhas at times broken Meehl’s canon



Ego SyntonicityEgo Syntonicity

• Ego syntonic items are those "which aEgo syntonic items are those which a 
respondent finds congenial, and on which 
giving an opinion is a rewarding actgiving an opinion is a rewarding act … 
people experience a certain sense of 
satisfaction a small surge of positivesatisfaction … a small surge of positive 
affect … answering 'true' [to an ego-
syntonic item] (Gough & Bradley 1996 psyntonic item] (Gough & Bradley, 1996, p. 
10). 



Current StudyCurrent Study

• 93 participants completed CPI-46293 participants completed CPI 462
• Marked computer “answer sheet” T/F + how 

they felt about responding:they felt about responding:
– 1 = disliked

2 t l (d f lt h k d)– 2 = neutral (default, pre-checked)
– 3 = enjoyed

• Also rated themselves on 20 Folk Concepts
• Sample reduced to 79 due to Cm scores <27p



AnalysesAnalyses

• What kinds of items do respondentsWhat kinds of items do respondents 
dislike/enjoy responding to?

• What kinds of people dislike/enjoy• What kinds of people dislike/enjoy 
responding to CPI items?
H i liki / j i l t d t it ’• How is liking/enjoying related to items’ 
abilities to predict relevant criteria?



Descriptive Stats on Ego-SyntonicityDescriptive Stats on Ego Syntonicity
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Correlates of Ego-SyntonicityCorrelates of Ego Syntonicity
• -.23*** with rated ambiguity
• .29*** with endorsement frequency
• -.14**  with # of negative wordsg
• .38*** with rated social desirability
• 26*** with rated extraversion content• .26  with rated extraversion content
• .23*** with rated conscientiousness content
• -.29*** with rated neuroticism content
• .14**  with item validityy
• **p<.01, ***p<.001, two-tailed



Most Ego-Dystonic Items
• 1.84 I like tall women. (Cs)
• 1.89 I think Lincoln was greater than g

Washington (Cs)
• 1 90 When a person “pads” an income tax1.90 When a person pads  an income tax 

report so as to get out of some taxes, it is just 
as bad as stealing money from theas bad as stealing money from the 
government. (Re)

• 1 90 I much prefer symmetry to asymmetry• 1.90 I much prefer symmetry to asymmetry. 
(Py, reversed, & v2)
1 90 I t i l f l l t ti (A &• 1.90 I certainly feel useless at times. (Ac & 
v3, reversed)



Most Ego-Syntonic Items
• 2.19 My daily life is full of things that keep 

me interested. (Sa, Ac, Py)( y)
• 2.19 Anyone who is able and willing to 

work hard has a good chance of g
succeeding. (Cm, Wb)

• 2.20 I believe women should have as 
much sexual freedom as men. (unscored)

• 2.24 I have a very strong desire to be a y g
success in the world. (Ac)

• 2.30 I enjoy social gatherings just to be j y g g j
with people. (Sy)



CPI correlates of EnjoymentCPI correlates of Enjoyment

• Number of items dislikedNumber of items disliked
– Cs (-.26*), Sy (-.32*), Sa (-.32*), Em (-.27*),

Ie (- 27*) F/M ( 23*) N=79 *p< 05 2-tailedIe ( .27 ), F/M (.23 ) N 79, p<.05 2 tailed
• Number of items liked

Work Orientation ( 23*) Re ( 20+) Gi ( 21+)– Work Orientation (.23*), Re (.20+), Gi (.21+)
N=79, +p<.10, *p<.05 2-tailed



Person Who Disliked Most Items



Person Who Enjoyed Most ItemsPerson Who Enjoyed Most Items



Conclusion
• Responding to personality items can evoke a 

variety of feelings.
• It’s pointless to pretend that people respond as• It s pointless to pretend that people respond as 

disinterested, objective observers of their thoughts, 
feelings, and behavior.g

• Desire to give “socially desirable” response not the 
only affect underlying item responses.

• Response enjoyment associated with positive 
personality characteristics.

• CPI items elicited “enjoyed” reactions 1 6 times as• CPI items elicited enjoyed  reactions 1.6 times as 
often as “disliked” reactions.

• Harrison Gough has been successful in authoringHarrison Gough has been successful in authoring 
ego-syntonic items, which contribute to validity


